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Abstract 

Introduction: Previous research has reached positive conclusions regarding the effects 

of mental practice on performance and learning of a motor skill. The purpose of this study was 

to use the aggregate data meta-analytic approach to assess the impact of physical practice (PP), 

mental practice (MP), and the combination of both on acquisition, retention, and transfer tests 

in motor skill performance. Methodology: Twenty-seven studies published up to 2022 were 

included by searching six databases. Random effects model using the standardized mean 

difference effect size (ES) was used to pool results. Results: A total of 42 ES, were calculated 

and separated into pairwise comparisons for acquisition, retention, and transfer phase. In the 

acquisition phase, it was found that MP was more effective than no practice (ES=0.508; n=25; 

CI=0.29,0.72), PP was more effective than no practice (ES=1.78; n=15; CI=0.97,2.60), CP was 

more effective than no practice (ES=1.16; n=12; CI=0.57,1.75), PP was more effective than 

MP (ES=-1.16; n=23; CI=-1.88,-0.45), PP had similar results as CP (ES=-0.01; n=16; CI=-

0.31,0.28), and CP was more effective than MP (ES=0.61; n=12; CI=0.17,1.04). In the retention 

phase, it was found that MP was more effective than no practice (ES=1.11; n=5; CI=0.44,1.79), 

PP was more effective than no practice (ES=1.03; n=4; CI=0.08, 1.99), PP was more effective 

than MP (ES=-1.29; n=9; CI=-3.12,0.54), PP had similar results as CP (ES=0.16; n=8; CI=-

0.29,0.63), CP had similar results as MP (ES=-0.06; n=3; CI=-1.22,1.09). In the transfer phase, 

it was found that MP was more effective than no practice (ES=1.12; n=5; CI=0.01,1.59), PP 

had similar results as no practice (ES=0.41; n=5; CI=-0.02,0.85), and PP was more effective 

than MP (ES=0.50; n=6; CI=0.12,0.87). Age, skill level, type of mental practice, total of 

sessions, and type of skill were considered as possible moderator variables. Conclusions: 

Mental practice does not replace physical practice, however, under some conditions, physical 

practice can be complemented with mental practice. 

Key words: motor imagery, motor execution, motor learning, motor skills, motor 

performance. 
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 Resumen 

Introducción. Investigaciones anteriores han llegado a conclusiones positivas respecto 

a los efectos de la práctica mental sobre el rendimiento y el aprendizaje de una destreza motriz. 

El propósito de este estudio fue utilizar el enfoque meta-analítico de datos agregados para 

evaluar el impacto de la práctica física (PP), la práctica mental (MP) y la combinación de ambas 

en las pruebas de adquisición, retención y transferencia en el rendimiento de habilidades 

motoras. Metodología: Se incluyeron 27 estudios publicados hasta 2022 mediante la búsqueda 

en seis bases de datos. Se utilizó un modelo de efectos aleatorios utilizando el tamaño del efecto 

de la diferencia de medias estandarizada (ES) para agrupar los resultados. Resultados: Se 

calculó un total de 42 ES y se separaron en comparaciones por pares para la fase de adquisición, 

retención y transferencia. En la fase de adquisición, se observó que MP era más eficaz que no 

practicar (ES=0,508; n=25; CI=0,29,0,72), PP era más eficaz que no practicar (ES=1.78; n=15; 

CI=0.97,2.60), CP era más eficaz que no practicar (ES=1.16; n=12; CI=0.57,1.75), PP fue más 

eficaz que MP (ES=-1.16; n=23; CI=-1.88,-0.45), PP obtuvo resultados similares a CP (ES=-

0.01; n=16; CI=-0.31,0.28), y CP fue más eficaz que MP (ES=0.61; n=12; CI=0.17,1.04). En 

la fase de retención, se observó que MP era más eficaz que no practicar (ES=1.11; n=5; 

CI=0.44,1.79), PP era más eficaz que no practicar (ES=1.03; n=4; CI=0.08, 1.99), la PP fue 

más eficaz que la MP (ES=-1.29; n=9; CI=-3.12,0.54), la PP tuvo resultados similares a la PC 

(ES=0.16; n=8; CI=-0.29,0.63), la PC tuvo resultados similares a la MP (ES=-0.06; n=3; CI=-

1.22,1.09). En la fase de transferencia, se observó que la MP era más eficaz que la ausencia de 

práctica (ES=1.12; n=5; CI=0.01,1.59), la PP tenía resultados similares a la ausencia de práctica 

(ES=0.41; n=5; CI=-0.02,0.85), y la PP era más eficaz que la MP (ES=0.50; n=6; CI=0.12,0.87). 

La edad, el nivel de habilidad, el tipo de práctica mental, el total de sesiones y el tipo de 

habilidad se consideraron posibles variables moderadoras. Conclusiones: La práctica mental 

no sustituye a la práctica física, sin embargo, en algunas condiciones, la práctica física puede 

complementarse con la práctica mental. 

Palabras claves: imaginería mental, ejecución motriz, aprendizaje motor, destreza 

motriz, desempeño motor. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Physical practice (PP) throughout overt movements (motor execution) has been the gold 

standard for learning a motor skill (Kraeutner et al., 2014; Lindsay et al., 2021; Ruffino et al., 

2021). However, mental practice (MP) -defined as the rehearsal or repetition of movements 

using mental imagery, without overt movements (Lee et al., 2019; Matsuo et al., 2020; Nakano, 

2012)- has also been used to enhance motor performance (Driskell et al., 1994; Feltz & Landers, 

1983; Freitas et al., 2020; Heena et al., 2021; Vasilyev et al., 2021). 

Over the years, research has suggested that MP could effectively enhance motor learning 

and performance in a variety of motor skills, confirming that MP is better than no practice at 

all (Behrendt et al., 2021; Feltz & Landers, 1983). MP has been demonstrated to facilitate motor 

learning similar to PP, with different percentages of MP and PP during practice (Allami et al., 

2008). On the other hand, it has been shown that MP without previous experience did not 

enhance learning (Gomes et al., 2014).  

Previous meta-analytic studies have concluded that MP programs have a positive effect 

on sport-specific motor skills (Lindsay et al., 2021) and motor performance (Driskell et al., 

1994; Simonsmeier et al., 2021). In addition, several studies found that MP had similar results 

on performance and learning as PP (Doussoulin & Rehbein, 2011; Stumbrys et al., 2016; 

Truong et al., 2022). Moreover, additional findings suggest that the combination of MP and PP 
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can enhance performance to a greater extent compared to using PP alone (Allami et al., 2008; 

Behrendt et al., 2021; Hird et al., 1991; Matsuo et al., 2020; Simonsmeier et al., 2021; 

Wriessnegger et al., 2008) and MP alone (Lindsay et al., 2021). 

The disparity in outcomes observed when evaluating the efficacy of MP, PP, and 

combined practice (CP) can be attributed to multiple factors. These factors may include the 

participant's age, skill level, and motor imagery ability, the specific type of MP employed (e.g., 

visual mental practice -VMP- or kinesthetic mental practice -KMP-), the amount of practice, as 

well as the nature and complexity of the motor skills being practiced (Gomes et al., 2014; Heena 

et al., 2021; Munzert et al., 2009; Neuper et al., 2005; Ruffino et al., 2017; Zich et al., 2017). 

For example, previous meta-analysis reported that MP was moderated by the type of task and 

duration of the practice (Driskell et al., 1994; Feltz & Landers, 1983), the age of the participants 

(Behrendt et al., 2021) and the amount of sessions (Simonsmeier et al., 2021). 

Therefore, to systematically synthesize scientific evidence on the effect of mental 

practice on motor performance and learning, this study aimed to use the aggregate data meta-

analytic approach to assess the impact of physical practice, mental practice, and the 

combination of both on acquisition, retention, and transfer tests on motor skill performance, 

performing pairwise comparisons between types of practice.  

 

METHODS 

The present meta-analysis was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting 

Items for Systematics Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) statement (Liberati et al., 2009; 

Page et al., 2021).  Also, following relevant guides for conducting meta-analysis (Siddaway et 

al., 2019). 

 

Literature search 

Search strategy included EBSCOHost (including Academic Search Complete, 

Education Research Complete, ERIC, Fuente Academica Premier, MEDLINE with Full Text, 

PsycARTICLES, SPORTDiscus with Full Text) and Scopus electronic databases, using the 

following Boolean phrase: ("mental practice" OR imagery) AND ("motor learning" OR "motor 

performance" OR "skill acquisition" OR "motor skill performance") NOT (automobiles OR 

cars OR vehicles). A first search was conducted in July 2020, a second and final search was 

conducted in June, 2023.  

 

Study Eligibility Criteria   

Included studies had to comply with the following criteria: (a) participants of all ages, 

healthy or a health condition (e.g. cerebral palsy) but not rehabilitation (e.g. after stroke or after 

an accident); (b) compared mental practice, physical practice, combined practice, or no practice 

(e.g. control group); (c) assess motor skills on performance (acquisition) or learning (retention 

or transfer); (d) published in a peer-reviewed journal in either English, Spanish, or Portuguese; 

(e) provided sufficient descriptive statistical data (mean, standard deviation, group size) to 

calculate Effect Size (ES). 

 

Data Extraction 

The extracted data included: study characteristics (year of publication, external 

validity), sample characteristics (sex, age, skill level, health condition), skill characteristics 

(cognitive, motor, strength), type of mental practice (Visual or Kinesthetic), and practice 

characteristics (amount of practice). 
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Risk of Bias  

To assess the risk of bias for each study, the revised Cochrane risk-of-bias tool for 

randomized trials (RoB2) was used; which classifies studies as “low risk”, “some concern”, or 

“high risk” in five domains (Sterne et al., 2019).  

 

Estimation of Effect Size 

The primary outcome for this meta-analysis was the standardized mean difference 

calculated from means and standard deviations reported at acquisition, retention, or transfer. 

We analyzed pairwise comparisons between types of practice (MP vs. PP; MP vs. CP; PP vs. 

CP) and, when possible, all types of practice with a control group (no practice). The random-

effects model (REML) was used to pool overall ES (Borenstein et al., 2009). 

 

Heterogeneity, sensitivity and Small-Study Effects 

Heterogeneity was assessed using Cochran´s Q test (Borenstein et al., 2009). 

Inconsistency was quantified using the I2 statistic, with values less than 25% indicating very 

low inconsistency, between 25% and 50% denoting low inconsistency, from 50% to less than 

75% signifying moderate inconsistency, and 75% or higher  indicating substantial inconsistency 

(Borenstein et al., 2009, 2017). Small-study effects was assessed with a funnel plot and Egger´s 

regression test (Sedgwick & Marston, 2015). Sensitivity analyses were carried out by the 

Leave-one-out analysis. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Study Selection 

A flowchart depicting the study selection process is shown in Figure 1. Twenty-seven 

studies involving 1494 participants between 13 and 31 years of age match the eligibility criteria. 

Table 1 shows descriptive information about the included studies. A total of 42 ES were 

calculated and separated into pairwise comparisons for acquisition, retention, and transfer. 

Most of the studies reported healthy participants of both sexes -female and male-, novice 

and expert -but with no prior experience in the motor skill assessed in the study-, and the 

majority of the studies (69%) were performed in a laboratory environment.  

 

Risk of Bias Assessment 

Using the Rob2 scale, 13 of 27 studies, representing 48.15% reported low risk, 37.04% 

of the studies report some concern (10 of 27), and four of 27 studies, representing 14.81% 

reported high risk (Figure 2). 

 

Estimation of Effect Size 

Acquisition phase. A total of 25 studies met the inclusion criteria, involving 1419 

participants that compared motor performance as a function of MP, PP, CP, or no practice. It 

was found that MP, PP, and CP were more effective than no practice; PP was more effective 

than MP; PP had similar results as CP; and CP was more effective than MP (see Table 2). In 

total, six pairwise comparison meta-analyses were calculated. 

Retention phase. A total of 11 studies met the inclusion criteria, involving 634 

participants that compared motor learning in retention tests as a function of MP, PP, CP, or no 

practice. It was found that PP had similar results as MP and CP. Not enough data to compare 

no practice with CP, MP, and PP; and CP with MP (see Table 2). In total, two pairwise 
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comparison meta-analyses were calculated. 

Transfer phase. A total of 3 studies met the inclusion criteria, involving 155 participants 

that compared motor learning in transfer tests as a function of MP, PP, CP, or no practice. It 

was found that PP was more effective than MP (see Table 2). There was not enough data for 

the other pairwise comparisons. In total, one pairwise comparison meta-analysis was calculated.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of the studies’ selection 

Note: *Some studies excluded for more than one reason. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

339 records were screened based on title and abstract 

177 publications excluded title and abstract 

 

135 publications excluded on full-text* 

• Not assessed acquisition, retention or transfer (n = 90) 

• No group with mental, physical or combined  

practice (n = 51) 

• Rehbilitation participants (n = 45) 

• No motor skill assessed (n = 45) 

• Insufficient information (n = 120) 

Studies included in meta-analysis (n=27). Acquisition (n=25), 

retention (n= 11), and transfer (n= 3). 

444 publications were identified from initial search in following databases EBSCOHost 

(including Academic Search Complete, Education Research Complete, ERIC, Fuente 

Academica Premier, MEDLINE with Full Text, PsycARTICLES, SPORTDiscus with Full 

Text) and Scopus 

Duplicates removed (n=105)  
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Table 1. Main characteristics of included studies 
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Figure 2. Risk of bias assessment for Rob2  

 

Small-Study Effects 

For all comparisons analyzed, Funnel plot and Egger’s regression test was assessed. 

Asymmetry was confirmed for PP vs. CP (p=0.25) and CP vs. MP (p=0.11) in acquisition; PP 

vs. CP (p=0.23) in retention comparisons. While the other comparisons reported no asymmetry 

(p’s < 0.05; Supplementary file 1). 

 

Sensitivity analysis 

For the six significant comparisons, sensitivity analyses (Leave-one-out) showed that 

the overall ES doesn’t change its results after removing one individual ES each time 

(Supplementary file 2). 

 
Table 2. Overall ES for each pairwise comparison in acquisition, retention, and transfer phase. 
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Moderator Variables Analysis 

Age and skill level of the participants, type of MP, amount of practice, and skill 

characteristic were selected a priori as possible factors that may influence the effect of type of 

practice. Nonetheless, for all pairwise comparisons, the skill level of the participants could not 

be analyzed due to lack of information; skill characteristics could not be analyzed considering 

most of the skills were motor skills -few studies analyzed cognitive skills-; therefore, there was 

not enough data in all categories for subgroups analysis (n > 7). Moreover, most of the studies 

used a KMP, therefore there was not enough sample size for VMP. Moderator variable analyses 

were performed for pairwise comparisons that include PC, PP, and MP that had significant ES 

results.  

We analyzed possible moderator variables for the significant comparisons (PP vs. MP 

and CP vs. MP) during the acquisition phase. For the pairwise comparison between PP vs. MP; 

no significant results were found for age (p=0.756, n= 13) nor amount of practice (p=0.913, 

n=23; assessed by total of sessions). These findings suggest that PP outperformed MP in 

individuals aged between 9 and 28 years old. Additionally, PP yielded superior results 

compared to MP when the number of practice sessions ranged from one to 20. For the pairwise 

comparison between CP vs. MP; a significant result was found for the amount of practice 

(p=0.007, n=12) assessed by total of sessions (Figure 3); these suggest that CP had better results 

than MP for one practice session, but similar results in performance can be found between CP 

and MP with more sessions (i.e. nine sessions). No significant comparisons were found to 

perform moderator variable analysis at retention phase. No moderator variables analyses were 

performed due to the small amount of ES in this phase and low I-square percentage at the 

transfer phase. 

 

 
Figure 3. Meta-regression for amount of practice at acquisition phase for comparison between CP vs. MP. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

To systematically synthesize scientific findings regarding the impact of mental practice 

on motor performance and learning, we conducted out a meta-analytic review. This review 

aimed to compare pairwise motor skill performance across various types of practice in 

acquisition, retention, and transfer tests. Six pairwise comparisons were examined in 

acquisition phase, two in retention phase, and one in transfer phase.  

In summary, our analyses indicate that motor skill performance is notably enhanced 

when individuals engage in MP, PP, or CP compared to having no practice at all. Furthermore, 

PP and CP yield superior results compared to MP alone, and there is a similarity in outcomes 
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between PP and CP, on acquisition test. In terms of learning assessment, during the retention 

phase, PP demonstrated similar results to both MP and CP, suggesting comparable retention of 

learned skills. However, in the transfer test, PP exhibited better performance than MP when 

practiced alone. As anticipated, and in line with the majority of prior studies, the findings of 

our research affirm that MP, PP, or CP significantly enhance motor skill performance when 

compared to no practice at all during the acquisition phase (Allami et al., 2008; Debarnot et al., 

2011; Feltz & Landers, 1983; Freitas et al., 2020; Hird et al., 1991; Lindsay et al., 2021; Mulder 

et al., 2004; Sharif et al., 2015; Taktek et al., 2008). Furthermore, our study provides support 

for the evidence that CP yields more substantial performance benefits than MP alone (Heena et 

al., 2021; Hird et al., 1991; Taktek et al., 2008);  PP outperforms MP (Freitas et al., 2020; 

Ingram et al., 2016; Mulder et al., 2004; Ruffino et al., 2021; Sharif et al., 2015; Truong 

et al., 2022), and PP demonstrates similar performance outcomes to CP (Lindsay et al., 2021). 

However, contrary to some earlier research that suggested CP was superior to PP (Behrendt et 

al., 2021; Simonsmeier et al., 2021), our findings indicate that CP and PP exhibit comparable 

performance results. These conflicting results may arise from methodological distinctions in 

our meta-analysis, such as inclusion criteria, outcome measures, and research approaches, or 

variations in the methodologies employed in the studies included, such as MI programming. 

Drawing upon prior research, we undertook an investigation into various potential 

moderator variables that could influence the impact of practice type on motor skill performance 

and learning. It's worth noting that due to limited sample sizes in certain categories, not all 

coded factors were subjected to analysis. Our research revealed that the number of practice 

sessions serves as a moderator variable when comparing CP and MP. These findings align with 

previous studies that have suggested the benefits of MP are contingent on specific dosage levels 

(Driskell et al., 1994; Hinshaw, 1991; Simonsmeier et al., 2021). 

Furthermore, it's worth noting that a substantial portion of the existing literature 

predominantly focuses on assessing the impact of MP on performance, and there has been 

comparatively less research that delves into the examination of MP's influence on learning 

through retention or transfer tests. Regarding learning assessment, our investigation uncovered 

that during the retention phase, MP and PP yielded similar results, as did the CP approach. 

However, in the transfer test, PP demonstrated superior performance compared to MP when 

practiced alone. This contrasts with some previous research findings that indicated similar 

outcomes for PP and MP in both retention and transfer tests (Sharif et al., 2015) and highlighted 

the effectiveness of MP over no practice (Kawasaki et al., 2019). In summary, the available 

evidence collectively suggests that, for both motor skill performance and learning, both PP and 

CP approach tend to yield superior results compared to MP practiced alone.It has been 

suggested that MP and PP share similar neural mechanisms in the cognitive process, as 

evidenced by comparable brain activity during their execution (Jackson et al., 2003; Lee et al., 

2019; Matsuo et al., 2020; Nakano, 2012). Specifically, MP has been shown to elicit brain 

activity in areas such as the primary motor area, premotor area, supplementary motor area, 

frontal area, parietal area, thalamus, and cerebellum, mirroring the patterns seen during PP 

(Broniec, 2016; Jackson et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2014; Zich et al., 2017). 

Nonetheless, some variations in brain activation have been noted in prior research, where 

different brain regions are engaged during MP (Di Nota et al., 2016; Macuga & Frey, 2012). 

This review possesses several notable strengths. Our meta-analysis comprehensively 

examined the impact of different practice types on motor performance and learning, covering 

most possible pairwise comparisons between MP, PP, CP, and no practice. We imposed no year 

limits and conducted searches in three languages, broadening the scope of included studies and 
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enhancing the reliability of our findings. Additionally, the consideration of numerous 

moderating variables aids practitioners in gaining insights into the generalizability of practice 

types for motor performance. Our risk of bias assessment found the majority of studies to have 

low risk, with only 14.81% exhibiting high risk, and sensitivity analyses confirmed the 

robustness of our results to potential bias. While caution is warranted due to the small sample 

size, the limited number of high-risk bias studies bolsters our confidence in the overall quality 

of the research. However, limitations of this meta-analysis included a small sample size for 

retention and transfer phase analysis and the inability to execute the moderator variable 

assessment as originally planned due to the exclusion of many studies that did not meet 

eligibility criteria. This might explain the small study effects observed and the lack of capacity 

to include representative studies. Furthermore, some studies were excluded due to insufficient 

statistical information, highlighting the need for researchers and journals to include descriptive 

data in their papers for future meta-analyses.  

Learning through physical practice continues to be the gold standard for improving 

motor skill performance, and it is acknowledged that MP cannot entirely replace PP (Allami et 

al., 2008; Fairbrother, 2010; Kraeutner et al., 2016). However, our study underscores that MP 

can serve as a valuable alternative when PP is unavailable or as a complement to PP. 

Additionally, MP can be particularly useful in scenarios involving space constraints, limited 

materials, restricted facility access, or factors like injuries and fatigue (Fairbrother, 2010). Thus, 

a balance between MP and PP when planning practice sessions, incorporating CP where 

appropriate should be considered.  

Finally, in light of the many facets of MP that remain unexplored, future research should 

prioritize several key directions. First and foremost, investigations should delve into the effects 

of varying combinations of MP and PP (Heena et al., 2021). Recognizing that MP alone may 

not be the most optimal choice in the majority of circumstances, understanding the nuances of 

CP can provide valuable insights.  

Furthermore, there is a pressing need for additional research to thoroughly evaluate the 

impact of MP on learning, encompassing retention and transfer assessments. These assessments 

can shed light on how MP contributes not only to immediate performance but also in learning 

and application of motor skills. Lastly, given the substantial body of research surrounding the 

cognitive processes and brain activity associated with motor imagery and motor execution, 

there is a compelling case for conducting a systematic review. Such a review could provide a 

comprehensive understanding of the neural mechanisms at play during MP, bridging the gap 

between theory and empirical evidence in this intriguing area of study. 

In summary, this study has synthesized and quantified scientific evidence concerning 

the influence of MP on motor performance and learning. It is crucial to recognize that MP 

cannot entirely supplant PP. However, the findings from this comprehensive meta-analysis 

indicate that maintaining a well-calibrated equilibrium between PP and MP can have a positive 

impact on participants' performance levels, similar to what is achieved with PP alone. This 

balanced approach serves as a valuable tool to mitigate the risks associated with excessive 

physical practice, such as physical fatigue, burnout, and injuries. Moreover, it offers a practical 

solution for situations where PP is constrained by factors like limited access to facilities or 

materials. By striking this equilibrium between MP and PP, motor skill development can be 

optimized and performance outcomes enhanced.     
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